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Executive Summary  
As part of a larger usability study, this report explores comparative evaluations for Foliotek with a focus 
on their Student Identity (ID) page. Our team selected various competitors in the digital portfolio 
market geared towards university students and recent graduates. We compared online identity 
frameworks from the impact user interface elements have on ease of use, architecture, and visual 
design to core product features such as content management, personalization, and distribution. The 
competitors featured in this report include About.me, Portfolium, LinkedIn, Optimal Resume as well as 
various resume and website building tools.   
 
In this report, our team analyzed aforementioned competitor products against Foliotek’s Student ID 
page based on an internally designed weight of features. We inferred whether or not product 
functionality presented core features and ranked user interface elements on a scale from 1 reflecting a 
negative user experience to 5 capturing exceptional usability. This comparative analysis exhibits the 
following key findings and recommendations:  
 

Finding  Recommendation 

Foliotek does not use visible labels to describe 
iconography on the Student ID page.  

Provide icon titles so that users are able to gain 
information through use of imagery and text. 
 

Foliotek does not prefill content related to the 
biography/tagline section of the Student ID Page.  

Assist users in completing their bio through built-in 
features of the system.  

Foliotek’s fixed design elements may frustrate users 
who want higher levels of customization. 

Within the space of the ID page, allow users to 
organize and label blocks to give them greater control. 

Foliotek lacks a robust social connection feature.  Incorporate a social connection feature to make 
sharing profiles and showcasing experience to others 
easier. 

Foliotek does not offer a document construction tool 
within their Student ID platform. 

Integrate document construction tool featuring 
predefined resumes with formatting that has been 
vetted for readability.  

Student ID page features a  top-level navigation bar as 
well as a left rail of secondary editing tools. 

Remove left rail and wrap secondary tools within 
top-level navigation. 
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Introduction  
 
Folitotek is an education technology company specializing in building web-based showcase tools for 
students. Currently there are over 100,000 active users, utilizing the platform to showcase their 
experiences. During our initial meeting with stakeholders, our client indicated their interest in learning 
how it can improve its Student ID page to assist users in displaying their work. 
 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate current competitors to Foliotek’s Student ID page. The page 
serves as a student’s online identity in which they can customize the aesthetic of their page, attach 
work spanning multiple academic focus areas, and add additional material such as a CV/resume. For 
this study, our team conducted a comparative evaluation of the following competitor types: direct, 
indirect, parallel, analogous, and partial. We rated competitors in terms of unctionality and if user 
interface elements created a positive or negative experience. During the course of this evaluation, our 
team was interested in finding answers to the following research questions: 
 

1. Who are the current competitors of the Foliotek Student ID page, and how do their offerings 
and features compare?  

2. Are there any features unique to the Foliotek Student ID page?   
 
By answering these questions, our team intends to gain a better understanding of the competitiveness 
of the Folitotek Student ID page. Through this analysis we also hope to provide substantial 
recommendations to our client about how improvements to the ID page can be made. Competitors 
included in this evaluation were included as a result of stakeholder interviews, user interviews, and 
exploration of other work showcasing tools. 
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Methods  
Our team conducted a comparative analysis with six competitors and our client, Foliotek. During our 
stakeholder interview, we learned that About.me and Portfolium were direct competitors to Foliotek. 
With this knowledge, we defined evaluation criteria for selecting comparison products. This criteria 
consisted of technology platforms providing university students and recent graduates the ability to 
digitally identify themselves professionally. Using this information coupled with insights from user 
interviews, our team was able to gather additional companies outside of the direct competitor 
landscape featuring LinkedIn and OptimalResume as well as resume (e.g. Microsoft Word, Google Docs) 
and website building tools (e.g. Squarespace, Portfoliobox, Adobe Portfolio).  
 
Our team collectively agreed that each member would be responsible for researching a competitor. We 
then analyzed each company and classified them by their competitor type. After the classification 
stage, we individually conducted foundational background research featuring the product and its target 
audiences in order to develop a company profile. The competitors shown below meet our acceptance 
criteria for showcasing individual qualifications for both academic and professional settings.  
 

Competitor  Reasoning  Audience  Profile 

About.me 
(direct) 

Offers same 
functions in a 
similar framework. 

Professionals   Personal website platform that lets the user 
create a landing page featuring their content and 
social media links. 

Portfolium 
(direct) 

Offers same 
functions in a 
similar framework. 

University students 
and faculty 

Social networking platform that allows university 
students and recent graduates to present their 
academic work and resumes. 

LinkedIn 
(indirect) 

Offers similar 
functions in a 
different 
framework. 

Professionals   Social media platform enabling users to network 
and build their professional portfolio. 

Optimal 
Resume 
(parallel) 

Offers a similar 
service to a similar 
audience via a 
similar channel. 

University students  Online showcasing tool for students to create 
resumes, cover letters, portfolios and prepare for 
interviews. 

Resume 
Builders 
(analogous) 

Non-competitor 
product in a 
different domain. 

Students, 
employees, 
professionals 

Word processing and document creation tools 
that lets users format content (e.g. Microsoft 
Word) 

Website 
Builders  
(partial) 

Competes with 
some but not all. 

Students, 
employees, 
professionals 

Tools that allow the construction of websites 
without manual code editing.  

 
Features discussed in our interviews as well as usability best practices garnered from analyzing 
competitors and researching product reviews were used to develop Functionality and User Interface 
(UI) dimensions. We compared services by whether or not product features and UI elements were 
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present.  
 

1. Functionality was evaluated on whether or not core features were present  
a. Content Management 

i. Ability to add about, experience, education, skills content; build documents; 
upload supplemental material 

b. Personalization 
i. Ability to customize layout and styling; add foreground/background imagery, 

profile pictures 
c. Platform Distribution 

i. Social integration and link-sharing 
2. User Interface elements were evaluated on a scale of 1 reflecting elements creating a negative 

user experience to 5 capturing exceptional usability.  
a. Ease of Use 

i. Intuitive content Student ID building tools; helpful tutorial or reference material 
present  

b. Visual Design 
i. Consistent layout; visual hierarchy; intuitive design elements and iconography; 

styling meets accessibility standards 
c. Architecture 

i. Navigational hierarchy; structured organization and nomenclature; definitive 
relationship between product content and functionality 

 
Once each team member had completed their individual evaluations, we inputted correlating 
acceptance criteria and evaluation scores into data figures (see Appendix). Our team synthesized 
insights consisting of competitor dimensions and evaluations to identify patterns and differences. We 
then comparatively analyzed these findings against those from our Foliotek analysis to develop key 
findings and recommendations. 
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Findings and Recommendations  
Our comparative analysis highlighted various areas where Foliotek could improve within the space of 
the Student ID page. We discovered user interface and structural features within competitor product 
that Foliotek lacked. Our findings provided a foundation for the below recommendations that we 
believe will support Foliotek's goals to improve page usability. 

Finding 1: Foliotek does not use visible labels to describe iconography on the 
Student ID page.  

Information about editing content on the Student ID page is conveyed through iconography. Text to 
describe what the icon links to appears when users hover over each icon (Figures 1 and 2). In addition 
to the user’s view, some of the information visible to individuals that visit the published page relies on 
iconography as well (Figure 3). There is an icon to convey current and previous education but there no 
text provided to confirm this. Neither of the direct competitors included in this evaluation rely solely on 
iconography to provide informative content to users (Figures 3 and 4).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Editing Student View with Hover          Figure 2: Student ID Page View 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Figure 3: About.me Editing View                         Figure 4: Portfolium Editing View 
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Recommendation: Provide icon titles so that users are able to gain information through use 
of imagery and text.  

Providing icon titles allows users to quickly modify and gain information through imagery and text.  It 
will also allow users to be more confident in their decision to click on an icon, as they will not have to 
think about icon meaning and linked content. For those viewing the published page, providing titles will 
indicate what the information being displayed relates to. For example, the book icon next to University 
information (Figure 3) will clearly indicate that the student attends/previously attended UX University.  
 

Finding 2: Foliotek does not prefill content related to the biography/tagline 
section of the Student ID Page.  

Direct competitors prefill content in the biography section of the ID page. For About.me and Portfolium, 
the information prefills from tutorial answers. When editing information after completing the tutorial, 
sample options are provided to edit the existing content and there is an option for users to develop a 
biography on their own. Foliotek does not provide this and prompts users develop their own 
information. 
 

 
        Figure 5          Figure 6 

 

 
Figure 7 
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Recommendation: Assist users in completing their bio through built-in features of the 
system.  
 
Foliotek should include assistive build features. Currently, Foliotek provides a blurb to help users think 
about how to write the content in their bio. Without providing an option to prefill content, users are 
likely to repeat information that has already been inputted elsewhere. Pulling bio information from text 
contained in other areas of the profile can be obtained similarly to direct competitors through the 
tutorial. This not only provides convenience but increases user productivity. 
 

Finding 3: Foliotek’s fixed design elements may frustrate users who want 
higher levels of customization. 

If Foliotek users have used website builders before, or have the desire to move content around to suit 
their needs, the system does not currently allow the movement, addition, and subtraction of content 
blocks. Websites like Squarespace, Portfoliobox, and Adobe Portfolio have functionality to allow users 
to edit and change content around as need be. This allows these sites to provide a high degree of 
flexibility to users, as they can be built for multiple purposes (Table 1). 

  Figure 8: Adding a content block                                            Figure 9: Content Block Choices 
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Figure 10: Block Edit Choices  

 

Recommendation: Within the space of the ID page, allow users to organize and label blocks 
to give them greater control. 

This allows for not only a higher degree of customization for users while staying in the frame of a 
professional information page. This also differentiates users’ pages from each other, allows for multiple 
types of users to label their content (such as with linked resume/cv, portfolio) and allows for unused 
content blocks to be removed (such as badges). This type of framework could extend to the project 
pages, to allow users to change these more from the default template as well. 
 

Finding 4: Foliotek lacks a robust social connection feature.   

Foliotek users familiar with sites like LinkedIn or Portfolium are used to being able to connect with 
others inside of whatever site they are using. Many are accustomed to using such sites to both network 
and to be recruited. Foliotek does have a communities feature, but it appears that this feature doesn’t 
allow users to actively search out people they know or connect with new people.  

Recommendation: Incorporate a social connection feature to make sharing profiles and 
showcasing experience to others easier. 

Better integration on existing social platforms will likely make it easier for recruiters and other 
interested parties to access each user’s Foliotek page. This could look like integrated in applications on 
platforms such as Facebook or LinkedIn. This would hopefully result in more professional connections 
and eventually more job offers. 
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Finding 5: Foliotek does not offer a document construction tool within their 
Student ID platform. 
 
During an interview with college students seeking post-graduate employment or education, 
interviewees unanimously noted that setting up the layout and knowing how to format documents 
became the most time consuming part of the resume building process. Foliotek’s Student ID page 
offers users the ability to upload their completed resumes but does not feature integration to create 
such documents within the platform. 
 

 
Figure 11: Document upload lightbox  

 

Recommendation: Integrate document construction tool featuring predefined resumes with 
formatting that has been vetted for readability. 

Given Foliotek’s goals, it’s imperative to provide its users with not only the tools but the knowledge to 
effectively create professional documents. OptimalResume (Figure 13) is a web-based career 
preparation service that provides users with a configurable resume builder that features applicant 
tracker system approved settings and styles. Through professionally certified resume/CV samples and 
best practice tips, users can create and manage their documents online with the ability to export and 
share. Adding a similar tool to the Student ID page could help users enhance their digital identities and 
improve professional readiness. 
 

 
Figure 12: Web-based Resume Editor, OptimalResume  
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Finding 6: Student ID page features a  top-level navigation bar as well as a left 
rail of secondary editing tools. 

Foliotek’s provides users with a top-level, primary means of navigating the Student ID page featuring 
dashboard items such as file management and account settings. To customize styles and content 
blocks, the user can find a left-rail secondary menu with icons for these functions (Figure 14). However, 
this column of navigational elements could provide a better user experience if they were added to the 
top of the page. 
 

 
Figure 13: Left-rail menu 

 

Recommendation: Remove left rail and wrap secondary tools within top-level navigation. 

Users do not want navigation to unnecessarily crowd pages and the left rail wastes valuable space that 
could be used for front-end real estate. Due to the volume of customization options and emphasis on 
the Student ID modules, Foliotek could increase the height/width of the navigation and add building 
tools to the top-level of the page. This would create a logical hierarchical structure that helps maximize 
productivity. 
 

 
Figure 14: Top Navigation 
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Discussion  
 
All the evaluations and comparisons done for this report relied on subjective opinions held by members 
of our team. This means that there may be positive or negative aspects of each system that we either 
missed or didn’t feel were good or bad. Unfortunately there doesn’t seem to be anyway around this 
limitation currently. The competitors that we selected were either identified by our client or by people 
talking about other platforms in their interviews. This might have led us to not include other platforms 
that would be equally as good or better to evaluate in reference to Foliotek.  
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Conclusion  
Our comparative analysis was diverse given that the companies featured in Table 1 targeted multiple 
customer segments alongside students. Upon synthesizing our findings, we learned that product 
audience diversity helped us to provide innovative feature improvements. With Foliotek’s Student ID 
page focused primarily on university students and recent graduates, this diversity allowed our team to 
formulate recommendations that would set users up for success throughout the lifecycle of their 
academic and professional trajectory.  
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Appendices 
 
Table 1: Feature Comparison 
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Table 2: User Experience Comparison 
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